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Abstract: Robotic tectonics have been integrated into the architectural profession through automated
construction for more than a decade, advancing sustainability initiatives in the industry and increasing
the quality of building construction. Over the years, avant-garde architects have explored the feasibility
of this new design paradigm through the integration of newly-developed digital design software
into automated construction. This robotic digital workflow continues to push designers to re-think
the complete architecture process (from design conception to physical construction) and guides the
building industry towards more precise, efficient, and sustainable development. However, in the
current environment of architectural education, professional courses can be fragmented, thematic, and
overly academic. Such content is not inherently compatible with the latest technological developments.
The lack of understanding and application of digital technological can subsequently lead to the lack
of sustainable development in architectural education. In this paper, we aim to introduce a new
didactic pedagogical approach that is reliant on the principles of robotic tectonics and is defined
through linear development in four distinct, developmental stages (based on information gleaned
from four “Robotic Tectonics” workshops and various other rich teaching practices). This pedagogical
framework provides interdisciplinary knowledge to architecture students and enables them to use
advanced digital tools such as robots for automated construction, laying the groundwork for the
discovery of new and complex building processes that will redefine architecture in the near future.

Keywords: sustainability; robotic tectonics; architectural education; automated construction;
workshops

1. Introduction

In modern times, the pursuit of sustainability requires systematic and balanced development
between environmental, sociocultural, and economic efforts [1–4]. Sustainability, productivity,
and improved economic efficiency can be more readily achieved with the help of sophisticated
technology [5–8]. The architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry is one of the key
components of the sustainability movement [9,10], and is currently faced with a myriad of challenges
such as rapid changes in digital technology and shifting societal values [11]. Likely, automation will be
the catalyst that will accelerate the building industry from traditional, inefficient, and labor-intensive
practices toward the opportunity to build more efficiently, accurately, and creatively [12,13]. Along
with the emergence of digitalization, virtual production, and computational analysis in the past
50 years, programmable robotics has greatly expanded the field of automation to make it smarter, more
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flexible, and more versatile [14,15]. These qualities suggest that it could similarly cater to the building
industry in the current digital age [16,17]. It is not farfetched to regard computer programming and
architectural construction as reliant upon each other and to see their reciprocity as fundamental to
architectural practice [18,19]. In such a manner, the industrial robot may become both a symbol of,
and a primary tool for, a profound reformation of the discipline [20]. Thus, with the interdisciplinary
requirements and technical difficulty of robotic tectonics, how can we integrate it into architectural
education in a simple and understandable way that can allow students to master the necessary skillset
while addressing the critical challenge of sustainable development in architecture? As a response to this
challenge, we are pushing to establish a novel workflow that can act as a model for a digitally-focused
pedagogy and define it within a sustainable framework that combines advanced robotic technology
and architectural tectonics. We intend to focus on construction techniques driven by robotics in order
to significantly improve material, structural, energetic, and procedural efficiency, all while promoting
the aesthetic innovation emblematic of an architectural education. In this linear model, we aim to test
the integration of a variety of interdisciplinary techniques in the early design stages that we believe
will aid in the advancement of sustainable development [21–24].

The introduction of automated construction can be traced back to the manufacturing of
industrialized building components and the prefabrication of modular homes in Japan in the 1970s [25].
Subsequently, the first full-scale application of an automated building construction project was
completed in 1991 in Japan [26]. For years, robots have been employed exclusively by industrial
manufacturers, but recently, avant-garde architects have begun to explore using this technology as a tool
for architectural tectonics that could be introduced into professional practice. In 2006, Fabio Gramazio
and Matthias Kohler built the first robotically-assembled wall in Zurich, developing a workflow that
challenged the current limitations of computational digital fabrication in design and construction [27].
Studies strongly suggest that the conventional construction methodology has reached its limits in
sustainable development [28]. We believe the relevance of robotic tectonics is growing (advancing
mostly in unstructured environments such as research labs and universities), and it may have the
potential to serve as the catalyst for the automation of construction across the diverse architectural
field [29,30].

As a response to the current demands of industry and architectural logic, the way buildings are
designed, built, and operated needs to change [31]. The relationship between architects and robotic
technology seems to raise challenges that have triggered a cultural shift in architectural pedagogy
to encourage adaption to the building industry’s demands [32]. Many institutes and universities
have explored advanced robotic automation practices and organized similar research efforts over the
past few decades [33]. In fact, the top twenty architectural universities in the world have all offered
courses or workshops related to robot-based architectural design, encouraging a wide range and
highly advanced robotic skills such as digital design, programming, and construction of structural
assemblies [34]. However, only 10% of architectural universities offer relevant courses in China, and
half of them do not provide the necessary facilities [35]. Without proper facilities, although the teaching
framework and content of each course are valuable, practical application and project completion cannot
yet be explored at a satisfactory level [36].

Therefore, we have dedicated ourselves to the development of this new pedagogical approach
and tested its administration through the completion of four workshops (once a year since 2016) in
an attempt to explore how robotic tectonics improves architectural education for sustainability [37].
These workshops represent the complete workflow of robotic tectonics, which can be summarized
as a compendium of four distinct stages ranging from digital design to fabrication. Each stage has
its unique contributions to sustainability, while the overall system operates as a paradigm shift in
architectural education to maximize its impact on the AEC industry. This workflow proves that
using robotic tectonics in education can contribute to the underpinning of sustainable development in
architectural practice and nurture innovation in future architects who are going to be closely tied to the
building industry for decades to come.
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2. A Pedagogical Framework for Robotic Tectonics

Education is of utmost importance for the future of sustainable development, especially in the
field of architecture [38]. It is a key factor in the reorientation of the construction industry toward a
system of more responsible buildings and cities [39]. The daunting task is finding a way to provide
the necessary knowledge to future professionals, which will empower them to deal with impending
environmental issues through the integration of novel design methodologies and technology [40].
In order to better address sustainability through development of creativity and technical skills, it is
necessary to reconsider the current implementation of sustainable design methods at the educational
level [41].

Since its induction in 2016, DAMlab (digital architecture and manufacturing laboratory) has
established an experimental teaching platform exploring a myriad of digital tools including three
KUKA robots (KR120R2700, KR60R2100, KR9R1100) and various CNC machines. Since then, we have
hosted several workshops focused on the topic of robotic tectonics. From these last three years of
teaching practices, a prominent didactic pedagogical approach has emerged. This new pedagogy is
a fully comprehensive robotic tectonic workflow, but it is more easily understood through its four
stages—parametric design, cross-data simulation, robotic application, and robotic construction. Within
the confines of these individual stages, students can easily break down this overly complex and
technically difficult workflow into successive phased steps, each of which contributes to the learning
objectives of this new pedagogy (Figure 1).
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This framework explores the entirety of the typical design and construction cycle, providing the
necessary technical skills required to make automated construction into a reality. It expresses a global
initiative for students to understand and apply contemporary technology to critical thinking in order
to pursue design innovations towards a more sustainable future. Leaders in automated construction
practices must be proficient not only in traditional computational and technical skills, but also in a
new form of digital materialization, which includes a critical understanding of constantly changing
manufacturing processes.

2.1. Parametric Design: A Parametric Model-Based Design Conception

Parametric modeling has played a significant role in architectural design in the last few decades [42].
One of the most important features of parametric modeling is that its attributes can be relationally
linked to one another in order to easily and actively change their features. This allows the designer to
define entire classes of forms by simply changing relevant key parameters (as opposed to changing
each individual instance). Before the advent of parametric modelling, editing complex forms directly
in the 3D modeling software was mundane work. As a simple example, modification of any geometry
required the designer to change its length, breadth, and height independently. However, with
parametric modeling, the designer needs only to alter one of such parameters, as the others may be
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relationally bound to it. If one is changed, the other two parameters adjust automatically. Parametric
models such as this focus less on the forms and more on the logical steps used to create the forms, thus
benefiting the user in time-sensitive, dynamic design scenarios.

Grasshopper (a modeling plugin for the 3D modeling software Rhinoceros) has been the primary
parametric software of choice for architects and students of architecture. Its unique visual programming
interface allows designers to more easily understand parametric logic and ultimately save time in
design generation and manipulation. The interface between the design “script” and the corresponding
digital 3D models allows the designer to focus on the logic that can directly define building forms, as
opposed to the forms exclusively.

Students subscribing to the robotic tectonic pedagogy are first introduced to parametric software
such as this as a tool to explore the logic of geometrical systems so that they can begin to consider its
use for generating design concepts. The impetus for exploring parametric logic in the first stage is to
have students gain the ability to easily capture design intent and define families of building elements,
thus anticipating the forthcoming industry-driven manufacturing processes in which production and
fabrication methods have a massive impact on the built world.

2.2. Cross-Data Simulation: A Robot-Oriented Integral Data Virtual Simulation

Once these relationships are programmed to conceptualize new building and construction logic,
the same virtual model can then be used to create simulations for fabrication or assembly. This single
virtual model represents a combination of various logic-based databases such as geometry, spatial
location, form generation, construction sequence, simulation data, operation constraints, etc. The
parametric model establishes links between all of this data, resulting in a comprehensive simulation
mechanism in which the revealed robotic operations will most definitely have an impact on the
overall design.

Thanks to the advanced robotic simulation and control software KUKA|prc (which is embedded
in Grasshopper), the simulation of the robotic construction process has become more accessible to
designers. It provides a virtual, visual simulation in a safe environment for students or architects to
analyze every detailed step of the construction process previous to its implementation. Simulation is
set as the second stage of the overall pedagogy in order to help students gain robotic operational skills
and to trigger critical thinking about the impact of these operations so that they can later optimize the
parametric design concepts generated in the previous stage.

2.3. Robotic Application: Construction-Aimed Robot End Effector Development

Programming the robots’ movements in virtual simulation software is already quite a complicated
process, but it is merely a representation of the construction workflow that will need to be utilized in
order to bring these designs into reality. Generally speaking, industrial robots can only respond to
positional commands, and they have no awareness of what is going on in their environment. This
could lead to unforeseen motion that can damage the environment, the work, or even the people in
proximity to the robot. Therefore, any form of automation in the realm of construction needs a carefully
programmed, simulated, and detailed model of its operating environment, especially when it comes to
the design and integration of construction-oriented end effectors into the system.

The end effector (sometimes called the end tool) is arguably the most important component of the
industrial robotic arm. It helps to realize the construction or fabrication sequence, and it is the only part
of the robot specifically designed to interact with its physical environment. Its weight, shape, function,
and precision are all critical to the construction process. Therefore, the objective of this stage is to guide
students to understand the importance of interdisciplinary cooperation between engineering and
design, and to introduce them to construction-oriented robotic end tools. These tools, as instrumental
aspects of robotic fabrication, need to be customized and integrated by those under the robotic tectonic
pedagogy so they (the students) can provide maximum flexibility for robots as automation tools, thus
continuing to enhance the efficiency of the overall system.
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2.4. Robotic Construction: Robotic Tectonics Represented through Automated Construction

The final stage of this workflow is robotic construction, where both successes and design defects
from the construction process can turn into priceless experiences that then feed back to the early stage
of design conception and simulation [43]. This holistic look at design reveals that the entire robotic
tectonics process is one of dynamic adjustment and adaptation, making it extremely beneficial to
explore at the educational level. This stage aims to provide a comprehensive testing environment for
students to utilize all of the previously mentioned techniques and focus them on their final construction
goals. The efficiency of the robot and the accuracy of the construction method depend on iteratively
fine-tuning the relationship between the program, the robot, the tool, and the material. Robotic
construction brings all of these components into a single realized outcome to get students to begin to
think critically about improvements to sustainability in the architectural future.

Solving all of the physical considerations involved in the robot workflow is a priceless exercise
that produces cascading effects throughout the education process. Once these components are fully
designed, they must be modeled and programmed into a digital simulation. It is through this exercise
that students gain an understanding of the process of dynamic adjustment and adaptation, which helps
to see how computational information and robotics relate to each other and what they can achieve
when used in tandem.

3. Robotic Tectonics Teaching Practices: Toward a Sustainable Architectural Education

To test DAMLab’s experimental platform, we applied this pedagogical approach to several
experimental teaching practices, including four international workshops and dozens of classes and
lectures. The four workshops are outlined below, each representing a successful application of the new
pedagogy. Not only are each of the workshops a complete experiment exploring the entire robotic
tectonic workflow, but each one also imposes a more targeted emphasis on one of the four stages
in order to explore that stage’s role in architectural education in detail. In addition, the workshops
each take on a different material exploration to test diverse application of the didactic platform. The
workshops are as follows: Robotic Clay Printing (exploring parametric design in-depth), Robotic Foam
Cutting (exploring cross-data simulation in-depth), Robotic 3D Spatial Printing (exploring robotic
application in-depth), and Robotic Wood Assembly (exploring robotic construction in-depth).

3.1. Robotic Clay Printing

As of late, clay has been utilized more frequently among architects and fabricators thanks to the
success of 3D printing in industrial production. Clay has good sound absorption, water absorption,
opacity, air permeability, and resistance to corrosion, all of which make it suitable for a variety of
applications in the AEC industry. On top of this, its fluidity, plasticity, firmness, and cured strength
allow it to meet the basic structural and physical requirements of 3D printed materials. The precise and
programmable parameters of a standard clay extruder allow the material to be explored in a dynamic
shore range, from soft (flowing) to hard (extruding). Control over these complex attributes inspires
further exploration into surface texture and formal aesthetic of the final clay print [44]. In addition to
the material’s aesthetic qualities, the digital fabrication workflow allows us to obtain a quantitative
analysis of the benefits of different textures and forms achievable.

Due to the potential of clay printing at an architectural scale, it was incorporated into the DAMlab
workshop in April 2019, where it was explored under the constraints of parametrically generated
façade panels. The workshop was used to study clay’s physical properties, its application potential,
the optimization of its geometry, and the optimization of its printing process. At the outcome of the
workshop, a parametric facade panel prototype was fabricated to highlight the advances in the new
clay printing system (Figures 1 and 2).
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Clay printing and plastic FDM (fused deposition modeling) 3D printing share the same
characteristics, since both offer construction through layer deposition. However, rather than focusing
on printing accuracy and the resolution of the final product, robotic deposition can explore the potential
functionality embedded with the layer structure [45]. The surface texture produced by both the
laminated printing method and the matte texture of the clay provides a large amount of surface area
with diffuse reflection on the finished product. This unexpected attribute implies this fabrication
method may be best suited for an architectural application, which requires high levels of light control.
It would likely perform best as a façade panel of a building, which requires more soft light and
reduced glare in the interior environment. As the aperture size and directionality of the nodes can be
parametrically optimized over the entire facade, the sun’s intensity inside the building over the course
of the day can be abated to reduce the amount of direct sunlight that reaches the interior. Thus, the
first stage of the pedagogy (parametric modelling) plays a significant role in this particular workshop.

The basic module used for the facade panel is a 600 mm× 600 mm square, which is then subdivided
into multiple Voronoi polygons. Each Voronoi polygon forms the basic unit of a single facade panel and
can be unique to its neighboring panels through transformational actions such as rotating, scaling, and
translating. Interlinked relationships between the neighboring panels were established in Grasshopper,
implementing precise control over the normal angle the Voronoi polygons, ultimately controlling the
light transmittance of the entire facade panel (Figure 2). An environment analysis was then simulated
with the Ladybug plugin in order to quickly iterate through design options based on the desired direct
and indirect interior light values.

Though parametric iteration is a critical part of this design process, fabrication must also be
considered in the overall design development. Therefore, the other three stages of the didactic pedagogy
must be considered. Since the panel is composed of multiple Voronoi polygonal monomers, it is
necessary to print multiple pieces at the same time and to optimize the printing path between adjacent
monomers in order to ensure the strength of their connection. This makes the fabrication process of the
panel different from the continuous extrusion employed in standard clay printing. Likewise, the form
of the panel has to be optimized by the physical constraints of its physical construction. Prior to the
final printing, the maximum height of the clay print, the maximum dislocation distance between the
upper and lower layers, and the optimal thickness of each layer were tested and digitized so that the
optimal form of each panel could be adjusted according to the data. Thus, as all aspects of design and
fabrication fall back on parameterization for improving the efficiency of the overall system, it becomes
critical as an introduction to the sustainable pedagogy.
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3.2. Robotic Foam Cutting

The hot-wire foam cutting project aims to build a single continuously curved periodic surface,
which can then be assembled into a greater complex form with blurred boundaries—a space that could
be inhabited and used for meditation and relaxation. By converting the digitally generated form into
the robot tool path for the hot-wire cutting tool, the physical robot can precisely cut the EPS (expanded
polystyrene) foam into a continuous three-dimensional surface, which can act as a building block for a
single aggregated surface that can be infinitely extended. As a fundamental part of this project, the
link between the form generating script and the tool-path generating script was prioritized, which
allowed the resulting virtual simulation to aid in the optimization the fabrication process (Figure 3).
Thus, this project was selected to primarily represent the second stage of cross-simulation data and
how it is necessary to the overall pedagogy.
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To systematically link the form generation to robotic motion, the periodic surface component
to be cut was abstracted into a single, continuous curve. This allowed the surface to be the driver
for the motion path for the hot wire end-tool. With each new part as a discreet element in the whole
aggregation, the tool-path of each piece had to be continuously adjusted to reflect any changes made
to the final form. This link allowed the team to visualize the fabrication process and optimize the
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rotational movement of each axis prior to the final cutting, reducing both production time and potential
for fabrication error. Needless to say, the other stages of robotic tectonics also have an effect on the
simulation data. The shape and angle of the hot-wire tool, as well as the physical constraints of the
foam material, heavily influence the constraints of fabrication with regards to the robot’s motion paths.
Due to the complexities of this foam-cutting process, one can see that simulation is integral to the
overall platform as both a constraint and a design opportunity.

3.3. Robotic 3D Spatial Printing

Polylactide (PLA) must be heated to a very specific temperature before it converts to a more
viscous form [46]. For proper spatial printing, when the molten material meets the cold air at the
extrusion nozzle, the material temperature must then decrease rapidly. If done properly, the molten
plastic quickly solidifies in mid-air. This unique feature achieves the formal qualities of 3D printing
without relying on the traditional layering technique. The robot arm, unlike other deposition tools, can
accurately navigate to the position of each node in the structure and quickly construct a self-supporting
unit, eventually resulting in the designed form (Figure 4).
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Compared with the traditional fused deposition 3D printing (FDM), spatial 3D printing has several
advantages [47,48]. Firstly, while ensuring the strength of the structure, spatial 3D printing can build
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components of similar volume in less time and with less material. With the robot arm, the position of
each printed node is more accurate, which greatly improves the aesthetics and structural stability of
the components. Secondly, the spatial printing process is less limited by the need for support material,
so the standard restrictions on the final form are greatly reduced. Lastly, it results in large open spaces
inside the individual prints, so that when they are used as building components, these spaces could
allow for the integration of other building components or systems. Therefore, robotic 3D spatial
printing has been greatly anticipated in the field of architecture. This workshop specifically focused on
exploring the feasibility of generating a complex morphological structure through a self-built PLA
extruder. This required repetitiously optimizing the extruding system to reliably accommodate the
various demands of spatial printing. The end-tool became the priority, as very precise temperature
changes had profound impacts on the overall design of the structure.

If the temperature at the nozzle gets too high, the material will be overheated, producing bubbles
that affect the appearance and structural strength of the work. If the temperature is too low, it will
reduce the viscosity of the material and lead to insufficient joint strength. In addition, the wind speed
of the cooling airflow and the extrusion rate of the material will have a direct impact on the printing
results. These issues became the focus of the optimization as they had the most profound impact on
the overall design, simulation, and material properties of the final product. As such, this workshop
demonstrated that the third stage of the workflow (development of the end tool) is equally a critical
part of the platform and greatly effects the efficiency of the entire system.

3.4. Robotic Wood Assembly

Wood was once one of the most widely used of the traditional building materials. However, after
the introduction and spread of reinforced concrete and steel in the AEC industry, the frequency of wood
has been greatly decreased. The main exceptions are in some earthquake-prone regions such as Japan
and California due to concrete’s poor resistance to disasters, high maintenance costs, and so on. Wood
is relatively renewable and provides effective sound insulation, heat insulation, moisture resistance,
earthquake resistance, and corrosion resistance, while wood-structure buildings benefit from fast
construction speed, low initial cost, and high comfort. These advantages have drawn attention back to
wood in recent years and have inspired further research and development on wooden structures [49].

With the development of wood treatment and processing technology, the performance of wood
has been continuously improved to meet the needs of contemporary architectural functions. Now,
with digital construction and rapid modular construction, wood can be freed from the limitations of
traditional timber construction techniques. Formal complexity and accuracy, which are difficult to
achieve by traditional techniques, can be realized efficiently with the introduction of robotics into the
workflow. Computer-aided parametric modeling and logical production make it possible to use wood
to form complex structures through the optimization of its properties [50]. Through force analysis and
formal optimization of the structure, an assembly can achieve excellent structural performance while
maintaining uniformity, minimizing material waste, and achieving excellent aesthetic values such as
formal complexity, quality lighting, and natural textures. The wood structure can now break through
its traditional formality and parlay into the world of rapid construction of modular materials.

In this workshop, to maximize formal and aesthetic quality, parametric computation was used to
analyze the forces on the final structure, which allowed the team to explore the feasibility of complex
assembly methods for wood construction. Here, the construction of the assembly became the driving
factor for the other stages of the robotic tectonic framework. The pick and place method of assembly
was selected as the primary construction method, which was subsequently simulated to eliminate any
problems that may be encountered during the robotic construction. The large, free standing structure
required an extremely stable foundation, so the team also carried out a number of similar schemes
for the foundation. In doing so, they had to perform many lab tests for damage resistance before
building the final structure in order to explore its feasibility (see Figure 5). The construction and the
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installation of the entire structure was completed in 3 days with 780 pieces of wood, 1388 glue joints,
and 2852 tapping nails.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

The four workshops mentioned above each prioritized one of the four stages of the pedagogical
framework, while all of them followed the continuous workflow of the new didactic method. They
provide examples of how each stage of the pedagogy is critical to understanding the whole system and
how a better understanding of the system can lead to improved efficiency in automated construction.
As a result, this proposed pedagogy is set to meet the new demands of sustainable architectural
education in this digitally dominated era. The introduction of this workflow at the academic level is
critical, as iteration and continuous study improve its accuracy and efficiency recursively. The more
time students spend exploring each of the four stages, the more they will be able to design with the
whole robotic tectonics process in mind, thus developing more optimized and sustainable designs.
To recap:

1. Parametric design has already had a remarkable effect on sustainable architectural design. Its
logical workflow could easily bring interdisciplinary techniques of design and construction
together for testing, generating, and analysis in a digital environment. As the first component of
the pedagogy, parametric design asks students to focus on the digital modeling of design concepts
through the lens of parametric logic. In this stage, the logic-based digital architectural model is
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established and becomes a platform for the upcoming simulation, application, experimentation,
and modification of the design. By benefiting the user in time-sensitive, dynamic design scenarios,
parametric design could help students explore more design possibilities. Take “Robotic Clay
Printing” as an example. Through parametric design, we guided students to experiment with the
Voronoi algorithm in order to achieve a creative solution for building more efficient ventilation
panels. Once printed and analyzed, it was clear that this experiment brought novel sustainability
and critical thinking concepts into their design processes.

2. Cross-data simulation requires students to understand different types of data (such as fabrication
constraints and tool-path data) and merge them into one virtual simulated environment, which
provides a safe method for students or architects to analyze every detailed step of the construction
process before its implementation. There is no doubt that doing so will significantly reduce the
risk of production error, thereby saving material, labor, time, and cost. In the case of “Robotic
Foam Cutting,” the simulation revealed the process of cutting an infinite complex surface via its
tool path. Through this robot-oriented simulation process, we are helping students to create new
forms and spaces with minimum material use and almost zero waste in fabrication.

3. Robotic application acts as a critical component of the robotic construction process in that it
is the main bridge between digital simulation and physical construction. Only with an end
effector’s exquisite design and efficient operation can the project achieve the precision necessary
for more sustainable design. This stage helps students to realize how to deal with new materials,
fabrication tools, operation constraints, mechanical and electronic design, and tool development.
It is an interdisciplinary stage where the physicality of the final product must finally be considered.
In the case of “Robotic 3D Spatial Printing,” we helped students develop the PLA extruder end
effector, which dealt with sensitive control of the printing temperature and coordination between
the extruding speed and tool path. This experiment was able to improve the sustainability of the
project through the fabrication of complex components without a support system, in less time,
and with minimal material.

4. Robotic construction exemplifies how robotic tectonic practices might achieve our goal of
architectural sustainability in the digital era. It represents the comprehensive stage for students
to operate, test, build, collaborate, and ultimately achieve their initial design concept. Here, the
students may also garner the most insight for new design concepts, as the constraints of the
physical world are most obvious. For “Robotic Wood Assembly,” precision, efficiency, material
economy, and human–robot collaboration processes gave all the participants remarkable insight
for the potential for sustainability through robotic tectonics and automated construction.

This novel pedagogical framework explores the complete architectural design and construction
cycle. It represents a methodical approach to the “design-to-fabrication process” and provides students
with the necessary technical skills required to make automated construction a reality. Furthermore, it
creates a global platform on which students can explore and critically apply contemporary technology
in order to push the limits of sustainability in both the profession and education. It aims to introduce the
multi-faceted type of knowledge required to use robotics for automated construction, to demonstrate
evidence of economic, social, and environmental improvements to the built world, and to provide
insight into new and complex building processes that will redefine architecture in the near future.
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